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The Next Generation
Easiteach Next Generation is a complete whole class teaching and learning application that puts 
users in the driving seat for creating and delivering engaging lessons and resources.  The tools 
within Easiteach are rich and powerful but easy to use, removing barriers and allowing teachers and 
students to make the most of their classroom hardware such as interactive whiteboards, slates, and 
projectors.

Built-in widgets and multimedia assets in a range of topic areas help fuel ideas and bring lessons to 
life. Create and prepare resources well in advance of lessons to use Easiteach as a presentation tool 
to support classes. Its wide range of content can be used or adapted to suit users’ needs.

A powerful and flexible software application for creating and delivering 
motivational, interactive lessons, Easiteach provides a wide range of 
cross-curricular teaching tools in both elementary and secondary 
contexts. Users can combine animations, video, Flash files, text 
or number-based activities all within a single document.

Easiteach has been designed specifically for education and 
whole-class teaching, and can be used throughout schools 
across a wide range of subjects.

Easiteach Next Generation already has a wide variety of key 
features, but as an ongoing development these are being added 
to and updated all the time. Keep an eye on www.easiteach.com 
for regular updates. 
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Key features

Multi-language
Easiteach Next Generation will be available for users in a wide variety of 
languages, with settings easily changed depending on which language you 
want to work with. 

Multi-device
Easiteach works with all interactive whiteboards, slates, and projectors. 
This means that no matter what equipment is used in your school, 
Easiteach can ensure consistency for training, teaching and sharing 
resources. The ability to import and export Easiteach documents 
as .CFF files also means you are not restricted by the software.

Media bank
Easiteach’s localized and searchable media bank comprises over 4,500 
curriculum-based resources including over 100 Flash Interactivities and videos.

Multi-touch
Supports object manipulation on multi-touch devices.

Record sound and video
The ability to record sound and video directly on to a page. Using the media 
bank you can also capture images, record sounds and record videos using 
external hardware, such as microphones or digital cameras, and add them to 
your page and your personal media bank.

Text-to-speech capabilities
Type letters, words, and sentences on to a page and listen to them being read 
back to you. This feature is available in a wide variety of languages.
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Handwriting and Shape Recognition
Write words or draw shapes freehand and Easiteach’s writing and shape 
recognition tools will recognize your markings.

Widget bank
Access a range of constantly updated mini-applications bringing you a growing 
bank of added extras such as, calculator, clock, periodic table, protractor, 
picture reveal, dice, random item generator, navigator and more. There are 
currently 24 widgets available in the bank with more to be added with each new 
release! 

Easily-accessible toolbars
Designed to make the functionality you want easier to find and aid cross-
curricular use.

Language tools
Including tools such as a cloze tool, remove punctuation tool, word wallet, and 
word builder cards

Numeracy tools
Number lines, number grids, graph builder, place value cards, and equation 
builder.

Cross-Curricular Content
Over 200 interactive Flash activities, lessons, and graphic organizers are 
included with Easiteach Next Generation. All the content is correlated to state 
standards in ELA, math, science, and social studies. Premium content packs 
from leading publishers will soon be available at www.easiteach.com.  In 
addition, the Easiteach World online community includes teacher-created lesson 
plans, tips on how to get the most from your software, and forums dedicated to 
exploring education issues.  
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Minimum system requirements
OS Standalone computers using Windows XP SP3 (32 Bit), Windows Vista (32 
  or 64 Bit) or Windows 7 (32 or 64 Bit)
Processor 1.8GHz+
Memory 512MB
Storage 700MB
Graphics card 64MB
Screen 1024x768

Prerequisites required: Microsoft .Net Framework 3.5 SP1, Flash Player v10 for non-Internet 
Explorer browsers, Windows Media Player 11 or above

Online Resources
Visit www.easiteach.com for further details, video demos, and pricing information and to access a 
30-day free trial.

Contact
RM  Education
310 Barnstable Road, Suite 101
Hyannis, MA 02601 

T: 866-728-6758
F: 877-861-0770
E: contactus@rmeducation.com 
W: www.rmeducation.com and www.easiteach.com


